
 Atmosphyre  Glass Bell Faucet 

Counter top must be 1” (2.5 cm) thick or less for this faucet 
 
Installation of  Spout 

1) Remove T fitting on the end of the spout (do not lose small black washer) 
2) Remove the brass nut, metal U washer and large black rubber gasket 
3) Place the spout base plate/ring onto threads of spout and slide up into position 
4) Put threads down into hole in counter top 
5) Put the large black washer, then metal U washer, then brass nut on threads under conter 
6) Position the spout over the sink and then tighten down the brass nut under the counter top 
7) Make sure small back washer is inside the T fitting and fasten T fitting onto the threads 
8) Tighten down the T fitting snug but do not over tighten as it could cause a leak 

 
You are now ready to install the glass bells 

 Installation Glass Bell Valves 
1) Thread the brass nut down the valve to it reaches the end 
2) Slide the washer over the valve down unto the nut 
3) Insert the valve from under the counter top through the hole in the counter 
4) Thread  the base plate with the o-ring side facing up on the valve to hold the valve in place 
5) Seat the glass bell onto the base (Chaude is hot, Froide is cold) 
6) Thread the top plate onto the top of the valve until it stops 
7) Place the handle on the valve and push all the way down, tighten both set screws 
8) Thread the top plate up until it hits the handle, then turn it back away by a quarter turn 
9) Thread  the base plate up until it the top plate is touching the top of the glass bell 
10) Turn the top plate clockwise slightly just to be sure it is compressing the glass bell on the o-ring 
11) Tighten the brass nut below the countertop by hand only to secure the valve in place 
12) Turn the faucet handle to the off positon (back to the wall) until it stops 
13) Rotate the valve from under the cabinets to where the handle is in just the right location 
14) Tighten the brass nut under the counter top with a wrench but do not over tighten 
15) Hook up water line to from the side port of the valve to the spout T under the counter top 
16) Hook up water supply lines from wall shut-offs to the bottom port on the valves 
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